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Space flight exerts particular ínfluence on the who1e
organism. Exposure to íncreased acceleration and weightless-
ness ís accompanied by serious vestibular disorders. These
s)zmptoms often decrease performance of cosmonauts in a trouble-
some extenL 12, 7, tol.

According to other studies vestibular discomfort symptoms
can be notíced after space flight, during the time of readapta-
tion t1]. So it is not accídental that - from the very begin-
ning of space flight - attention is being paid to vestíbular
resistance study of candídates for space flight t7].

Hilov pointed out that in selection of c.erididates for space
flight v'e need persons wÍth excellent vestibular resistance.
GaÍnÍng these experÍences, such kinds of methods are adopted,
which bring about extreme loading level of the vestíbuIar sys-
tem. Ín medícal examinatíons different kinds of vestÍbular
systemts loading were used. On the basis of arising vegetative
s}ZmPtoms, caused by loadin9r érn evaluation method was employed
to form countenance opinion [3, 4, 5, 8].

METHOD

In our medical examinatíon 27 supersonic pi1ots took part.
They were 25-39 years oId. rn selection candídates we used the
vestibular loadíng test' suggested by Markarjan and his co-
workers [9].
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In the test of Coriolis acceleratÍon's cumulative effect
by continuous stimulation /cA by CS/, the tested person síts ín
a rotation chair lBárány|, his body and head position agrees
with the axle of rotation. The chair is rotating at a speed of
l8oo/sec, so one total rotation ís done in 2 second's. After
the 5th rotatlon /in the lOth sec/ the tested person begins
head bending from one shoulder to the other. The minimal de-
gree of head bending is 3Oo. The head bending is done continu-
ously, without unnecessary cervical-muscle tension and wÍthout
head rotation. The candidates for space flÍght did this kind
of vestibular loading test for 10 minutes.

The other 1oadÍng test \iras the test of Coriolis accelera-
tion's cumulative effect by periodical stimulation /CA by PS/.
The tested person sits in a rotatíon chair with closed eyes,
and he bends his body and head with 9oo, compared to the rota-
tÍon axis. The chair is rotated continuously and steadily /1
rotation 2 seel at a speed of l8oo/sec. After the fifth rota-
tion the patíent straightens out for a command. Every erection
and bending forward happen for 3 sec. The erection and bend-
ing forward are done rhythmically by 5 seconds for a cornmand.

The test is carried out for 1 minute in one directÍon, and it j.s

followed by 1 minute break. After thÍs we contínue rotatíon -
for 1 minute agaín - but in the other, opposite directíon. The

Coriolis acceleration's cumulative effect by continuous stimula-
tion /cA brz cs/ was done for ten minutes. and the periodícal
stimu1ation of the Coríolis acceleratÍon's cumulative effect
ivas done 5 times by 1 minute rÍght and 1eft side rotation.

To evaluate vestibular tolerance on the basís of vegetative
reactions, we used a point-evaluation rnethod. ThÍs method raras

compiled from the literature.
We registered the parameters by a Medicor KTD device during

vestibular loading and in recovery period to estimate the haeme
dynamic changes caused by vestÍbu1ar loading. v\le registered the
changes of systolic and diastolic blood pressure and of pulse
rate. During the time of vestibular loading, the ECG in 1 lead
was registered by Avionics recorder.
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A stabilometric investigation was performed by fSSI Sta-
bilometer devíce before and after the vestíbular 1oading, to
evaluate ocuIo-vestibulo-proprioceptive coordÍnation. Iale exam-
ined standing stableness for 30 sec, and tested the number of
corrective motion during thís time. We examined standing
stableness for 30 sec, and measured the number of corrective
motions /IMP/ during this time, and the time used for it /SEC/.
We deríved a parameter from these which showed the required mean

time to motion correction, in msec lffil . Accordíng to our
earlier tests, corrective time is very characteristic of psyche
Dotor functíon [6]. Corrective time of quick motion organÍza-
tj.on is under 2oo msec' while correctÍve tíme of slow motion is
above 25O msec.

RESULTS

In Table I vestibular tolerance is evaluated by a point
system.

Table I

Evaluation of the vestibular tolerance

Points Reaction

o
1

2

3

No reaction
Flush
Getting pale
Getting pale, perspíring
/in a slight degree/

Good

4

5

Getting pale, perspÍring
/to a greater extent/
Getting pale, perspiring
/to a greater extent/
Perioral automatism

Acceptable

6

7

Nausea
Vomitíng' medical examina-
tion interrupted

Bad
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persons with good tolerance did not show any reactlon, or
showed only slight paleness or perspiring. Persons with accept-

able tolerance showed an Íncreased degree of paleness, perspir-
j-ng or periorat automatism. Persons wíth bad tolerance had

nausea, vomiting, so medical examinatíon was ínterrupted.

Table 2

Poínts of 27 astronaut candídates' vestibular sensibil1ty

CA by cS CA by PS

1. F.B.
2. M.B.
3. E.L.
4. B.r.
5 . G.P.
6. W.E.
7. N. Gy.

3
3
o
2
o
3
3

3
3
o
2
o
2
3

6
6
o
4
o
5
6

3.86+2.73

8. P.Z.
9. T.r.

lo. G. o.
11. L.Gy.
L2. V.J
13. c.Gy.
14. P.J.
15. M.M.
16. M.Gy.

3
o
o
2
3
3
o
3
o

6
o
3
6
't

6
2
6
2

3
o
3
4
4
3
2
3
2

GOOD TOLERANCE 4.06+2.52

17. G.P.
18. G.Gy.
19. L.r.
20. B.F.
21. H.K.
22. M.J.

4
4
4
4
5
4

7
8
8
7
9
9

3
4
4
3
4
5

ACCEPTABI.E TOI,ER'ANCE 8 .o+o.89

23. P.S.
24. v.L.
25. F.Gy.
26. H.L.
27 . H.T.

3
3
4
6
'1

7
6
6
7
6

lo
9

10
13
13

BAD TOLERANCE 11.O+1.87

cAbycS/
cAbyPs/

Coríolis acceleratÍon by contínuous stimulation
Coriol1s acceleration by periodícal stímulatÍon
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In the upper part of Table 2 those candidates are display-
ed, srho were found suitable in every respect. Their data were
registered during coriolis acceleration by continuous stimulation
lce ly CS/ and duríng periodical stimulatÍon /CA by Ps/. The
means of thís group are the best, and díffer from the other
gloups. According to our experience, those persons must be
disqualifÍed, who score more than 6 points during 2 1oadings.
According to our system the mean of persons with good tolerance
ras 4.OO + 2.5O points. By the whole medical test, our two
candidates for space flight belonged to the group of persons
rittr good. tolerance. Their mean was 3.9. During the selection
ti_re our two candídates for space flíght díd not belong to the
group of persons with good tolerance.

B
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Fíg. 1. The date of stabílometry

It can be seen that persons with acceptable tolerance be-
longed into the grouP with quÍck motion correction.

With the help of ECG device we determined the pulse rate,
the change ín PQ dístance and stableness of RR distance lFíg.2l.

Figure 3 shows the change ín pulse rate during continuous
stimulation of Coriolis acceleration /Ca by CS/, and Figure 4

during Periodícal stimulation of Coriolis acceleratíon /CA by
PS/. We have stated that the pulse rate of persons with good
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tolerance is higher.
rance ís lower, or it

The pulse rate of persons
shows unstableness.

with bad tole-

Fíg. 2.Change of pulse rate during con-
tínuous stimulation of the Corí-
olis acceleration /in the case
of astronaut candidates/

Fig. 3. Change of pulse rate during
periodical stimulation of the
Corj-olis acceleration /in the
case of astronaut candidates/

Fig 4. Systolic pressure
stimulation of the

durín9 periodica1
Coriolis acceleration
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Fígure 5 shows the change of systolic blood pressure, dur-
ing continuous stimulation of Coríolis acceleration. Hypotoníc
tendency can be noticed in persons wÍth bad tolerance.

Fig. 5 Change of systolic pressure
and pulse rate in the case of
bad tolerance /5 men/

In persons with bad tolerance, tachycardia and hypotension
show the change of the cardiovascular system's unsteadiness.
Thís is a threatening premonitory symptom of circulatory fail-
ure. The RR intervals of persons with good tolerance were
stable. their PQ distance did not change significantly. Un-

steadiness can be noticed in the RR interval during the time of
vegetative indisposition, and PQ distance íncreases from o.16
sec to o.2o sec in the group of persons wíth bad tolerance.
Bertalan Farkas and Béla Magyari bore vestibular load with high
pulse- and blood-pressure rate compared to the average; the
haemodynamíc features proved their good tolerance. Their ECG

RR intervals were stable, and PQ distance was constant.

ST'}!MARY

There are very important vestibular loading medical assays
in selection of candÍdates for space flight. But it ís not
satisfactory to evaluate these tests by subjective vegetative
slq)toms. The more objectj-ve estimation of vestibulartolerance
is enabled by combining the examinations with simultaneous
aeasurÍng of dífferent haemodynamícal samples.



We have stated that the water-harnÍner pulses of persons wíth
good tolerance were accompanj-ed with stable blood pressure
value, and we did not notice any deviation in the bioelectríc
functíon of the heart. Persons with bad tolerance have low
pulse rate, they are susceptible to hypotension, and some un-
stableness appears in their nerve conduction. Hypotonic condj_-
tion with tachycardia is a threatening premonitory symptom of
circulatory failure.

The justification of our complex test was confirmed, be-
cause Bertalan Farkas withstand the weíghtlessness v7e11' he
preserved his performance, did not have vestibular discomfort
feeling durlng the readaptation to the earthy gravitation and
had no vestibular complaints.
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